
MODERN CRAFT 

Craft as inspiration: Artisanal details remain an important impulse in
the new bag collections for Fall/Winter 2023/24. Naturalness,
imperfection and sustainability characterize the Crafted Look of the
new order round.
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Arts & Crafts: Modernly interpreted craftsmanship cannot be missing
from the new bag trends at ILM. Braiding, coarse hand seams in
contrasting colors and exciting material combinations give shoppers,
hobos and tote bags an artisanal feel. Ethnic patterns are
graphically implemented and remind us of the color and form
language of the Seventies in muted color blocking. Geometric
shapes and bucket bags meet soft pouches and organic silhouettes.
Shoulder bags with retro appeal look like precious flea market finds.
Wool, knitwear and fleece are among the most important materials
of the winter along with sturdy leathers and are combined with
nappas. Fur and fringes stand for an archaic design language. Brit
checks underline the campus feeling of the new season.
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Perfectly imperfect is the look of the hour. Washes and used looks
are celebrating a comeback after many seasons of clean leather. As
a counter-trend to the new elegance with metallics, lacquer and
crocodile embossing, characterful washes and patinated leathers
are slowly making a comeback. Vintage, grunge and the much-cited
look of the 2000s are the inspiration for materials with patina, color
gradients and cracked looks. The exciting contrast to the color
intensity of the new fall season is provided by numerous brown
tones in natural shades from cognac to dark chocolate. 
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Upcycling is one of the most interesting trends in fashion and is
inextricably linked to the sustainability megatrend. Handmade looks
stand for the longing for individuality, creativity and nostalgia at the
same time. Crochet details, partial patchworks, naive stitchings and
playful flora and fauna motifs look handmade. The outdoor theme
flirts with retro sports and strong outdoor influences. Utility and
function are the focus of multi-pocket formats and new body bags.
And the backpack is also back: oversized, with functional pockets,
zippers and extremely large storage space, backpacks made of
nylon, fake fur or leather are becoming urban companions.
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WWW.ILM-OFFENBACH.DE
#ILMOFFENBACH

Experience the unique combination of tradition, elegance and value,
innovation and contemporary design. Get to know the trends of the
industry and network with the key players of the international trade.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR FOR
INNOVATIVE AND HIGH-QUALITY LEATHER

GOODS, BAGS AND LUGGAGE 


